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Abstract 
The effect of self absorption becomes significant when plasma is dense enough to behave as optically thick. It is essential to 
account for the effect of self-absorption in that case. The variation of radial trajectory is investigated in this paper. In order to 
analyze the effect of self absorption of line radiation is investigated in argon plasma by observing the influence of pressure 
variation of gas. On comparison of the results of numerical experiment considering both aspects i.e. by including and excluding 
the self absorption term in Lee code an obvious deviation between the trajectories is observed. Last few fractions of seconds 
(200-300ns) corroborated the slow compression phase. Results with self absorption showed the compression levels off while 
without self absorption radiative collapse was observed due to radiative cooling. Due to self absorption the absorbed radiation 
kept the plasma from radiative collapse turning the results to be more realistic. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of z pinches began broadly in the early 1950’s in conjunction with researches on controlled 
thermonuclear fusion. Interest in Z pinches revived in early 1980’s, due to rapid development of pulsed-power 
technology, cryogenic technology. The theoretical understanding of some aspects of the plasma generation and 
heating in Plasma Focus is crucial to a proper description. 
A z-pinch in its simplest form is a column of plasma in which current (J) is driven in the axial direction (z) by an 
electric power source producing an azimuthal (θ) direction magnetic field (B) that tends to confine plasma by (J×B)
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force. These J×B configurations are of great interest in plasma physics because of their importance for various 
applications. One application of this configuration is plasma focus. Despite a short life time (of order 10 nsec in 
some cases), the plasma assembled by a Z-pinch implosion provides unique possibilities for experimentation in a 
number of areas of physics.  
The plasma focus emission is employed in numerous applications like lithography with ten nanometers resolution 
[1-2], medical radiation therapy applications [3], industrial non-destructive testing [4-5], as well as, thin film 
deposition [6]. Some researchers calculated plasma focus sheath radiative losses for neon, argon and hydrogen with 
2% of xenon for electron temperature Te = 3-15 eV, electron density ne = 1018 cm-3 and sheath thickness d ~ 1 cm 
[7]. Information obtained from the Lee model includes axial and radial velocities and dynamics [8], dimensions and 
duration of the focus pinch, gross information of temperatures and densities within the pinch, soft x-ray emission 
characteristics and yield [9-11].  
The Lee model in its two-phase form was developed in 1984. Radiation-coupled dynamics was included in the 
gradually improved five-phase code leading to numerical experiments on radiation cooling [12]. The vital role of a 
finite small disturbance speed discussed by Potter in a Z-pinch situation [13] was incorporated together with real gas 
thermodynamics and radiation-yield terms. Plasma self-absorption was included in 2007 [14] improving soft x-ray 
yield simulation in neon, argon and xenon among other gases [10]. 
In this paper, the Lee Model RADPF5.15d is used in numerical experiments to characterize the NX2 operated 
with Argon, to investigate the effect of pressure variations on radial trajectory including the self absorption of line 
radiation. 
2. Theory 
Dense Plasma Focus (DPF) devices are used for production, heating and constricting the Plasma. The plasma 
focus (Fig. 1) consists of an anode of radius a surrounding coaxial cathode of radius b when a capacitor bank at high 
voltage is connected to the system. 
The energy stored electrically in a capacitor bank is rapidly transferred to the electrodes by means of a fast 
switch. An annular plasma shock is produced in the space between the electrodes. The J×B Lorentz force acting 
over the current sheath accelerates the plasma to the free border of the electrodes, where the sheath implodes into a 
hot dense focus in the axis. The pinch phase is very intense because it starts at a very large current [15]. After a very 
short time due to instabilities the plasma column breaks up and decays. The plasma focus dynamics is divided into 
three distinct phases: the breakdown phase, the axial acceleration phase (or axial rundown phase) and the radial 
phase (or radial collapse phase).  
Intense pulses of electromagnetic radiation as well as ions and electrons beams are emitted as a result of the 
focusing process. The electromagnetic emission from the collapsing plasma has a very high brightness and exhibits 
Fig. 1 Scheme of a plasma focus device
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a broadband spectra ranging from visible light to soft x-rays. Fusion reactions can be obtained if deuterium or 
deuterium-tritium mixtures are used, with the consequent emission of fast neutrons.  
Radiation collapse is known as a phenomenon of a sudden decrease in plasma temperature caused by an increase 
of radiative loss. It is a well known fact that radiative loss is an inevitable phenomenon in the final stage of pinch 
compression. The most obvious one is that of a focus or a Z-pinch. Lee using the energy balance approach has 
suggested that compression by radiation cooling to the desired small radius ratios may be possible by operating the 
pinch with the aid of current stepping technique [12]. 
3. Slow Compression Phase of Plasma Focus 
In this phase the piston speed is calculated by:  
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Where rp is Piston radius, I is current γ  is specific heat ratio. Here is included the energy loss/gain terms into the 
equation of motion. The plasma gains energy from Joule heating as described by Equation 2. It loses energy through 
Bremsstrahlung and line radiation. Energy gain term will tend to push the piston outwards. Energy loss term will have 
the opposing effect. Using Spitzer form for resistivity for the plasma column an estimate can be made on the temperature. 
To estimate the temperature, T, we use: 
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4. Radiation Terms  
The Bremsstrahlung loss term may be written as:  
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The recombination loss term is written as:   
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The line loss term is written as following where dQ/dt is the total power gain/loss of the plasma column:   
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By this coupling, if, for example, the radiation loss  
dt
dQ
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is severe, this would lead to a large value of   
dt
drp moving inwards. In the extreme case, this leads to radiative collapse, with rp going rapidly to zero, or to such 
small values that the plasma becomes opaque to the outgoing radiation, thus stopping the radiation loss. This 
radiation collapse occurs at a critical current of 1.6 MA (the Pease-Braginski current) for deuterium. For gases such 
as Neon or Argon, because of intense line radiation, the critical current is reduced to even below 100kA, depending 
on the plasma temperature.  
5. Plasma Self Absorption and transition from volumetric emission to surface emission  
Plasma self absorption and volumetric emission to surface emission of the pinch column have been implemented 
in the following manner. The photonic excitation number is written as follows with T in eV, and all the rest in SI 
units:  
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The volumetric plasma self-absorption correction factor A is obtained in the following manner:  
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Transition from volumetric to surface emission occurs when the absorption correction factor goes from 1 (no 
absorption) down to 1/e (e=2.718) when the emission becomes surface-like is given by the expression:  
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Where the constant const is taken as 4.62x10-16 to conform with numerical experimental observations that this value 
enables the smoothest transition, in general, in terms of power values from volumetric to surface emission. Where 
necessary another fine adjustment is made at the transition point adjusting the constant so that the surface emission 
power becomes the same value as the absorption corrected volumetric emission power at the transition point. 
Beyond the transition point (with A less than 1/e) radiation emission power is taken to be the surface emission 
power.  
6. Results and discussions 
NX2 Plasma Focus was configured with Argon as filling gas at voltage of 11kV and the tube and model 
parameters used for configuration are as follows: 
Table 1: Axial phase: fm (mass swept up factor), fc( plasma current factor) ; Radial phase: fmr(mass swept up factor), fcr(plasma current factor) 
Lo, Co, ro are Inductance, Capacitance, and resistance of the Capacitor bank respectively and b and a are outer, inner radiaa of magnetic piston 
while zo is length of the anode. 
The code was executed after configuring the machine for both the cases i.e. including the self absorption term and 
without accounting for it into the code. The radial trajectories were plotted against time at various pressures ranging 
from 0.1-2.0 Torr with a step of 0.1 Torr. Finally the results were compared for both the cases as shown in Figure 2, 
3, 4 and 5. 
Electrical Bank Parameters GeometricalTube Parameters Model Parameters 
Lo 20 nH b 4.1 cm massf 0.0635 
Co 28 µF a 1.9 cm currf 0.7 
ro 2.3 mΩ zo 5  cm massfr 0.16 
    currfr 0.7 
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Fig. 2 (a,b,c,d) Comparison of Radial Trajectories with and Without Self Absorption at pressures from 0.7-1.0 Torr. 
A close observation of the result shows clearly the difference in end radial trajectory with and without radiation 
self-absorption.  From pressures of 1.0 through 0.8 Torr there is no visible difference in results for both the cases. 
Therefore only 0.7 and 0.8 Torr results are mentioned here (Fig. 2(a,b)) leaving the results from 0.1 to 0.6 Torr 
results. 
As the pressure is increased to 0.9 onward, it can be observed that at the last part of the compression i.e. at 
around 200ns. With absorption, the blue trace; the compression levels off while without self absorption the red trace 
showing continued collapse (radiative collapse) with the radiation causing radiative cooling, so the plasma has loss 
in energy density (in other words loss in pressure) so unable to resist the compressive pressure of the magnetic field. 
This effect goes on till 2.0 Torr increasingly. But due to the limitation of the code for this case code stops after 2.0 
Torr. But these are very significant results showing that if the self absorption is not accounted for, the result can vary 
significantly even over exaggerating the radiative collapse. 
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Fig. 3 (a,b,c,d) Comparison of Radial Trajectories with and Without Self Absorption at pressures from 1.1-1.4 Torr 
Fig. 4 (a,b,c,d) Comparison of Radial Trajectories with and Without Self Absorption at pressures from 1.5-1.8 Torr
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Fig. 5(a,b) Comparison of Radial Trajectories with and Without Self Absorption at pressures from 1.9-2.0 Torr 
7. Conclusion       
   
The effect of self absorption of line radiation was investigated in argon plasma by changing the pressure of gas in 
steps. Clear evidence was observed by comparing the results of Numerical Experiment considering both aspects i.e. 
by including and excluding the self absorption term in Lee code. The effect was observed in last few fractions of 
seconds (200-300ns) comprising the slow compression phase. Considering self absorption, the compression levels 
off while without including this term of self absorption continued collapse (radiative collapse) was observed due to 
radiative cooling. This comparison indicates that the radiation cooling becomes significant when the plasma is dense 
enough to become opaque for radiation. Hence stopping the radiation emission through plasma it prevented from 
radiation collapse which in turn shows the more realistic results.
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